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It is truly possible for people to walk in the divine, and Christ came to show us the way. It is by

rediscovering our true identity in him that we can begin to move into the promises of God regarding

the miraculous. Bill Johnson not only teaches the supernatural, he imparts it by changing the way

we think. If you are not walking in the miraculous, you're living far below your birthright! By laying a

carefully constructed biblical foundation for walking in the supernatural power of God, When Heaven

Invades Earth provides all the equipment you need to experience miracles every day. And now

including a 40 day devotional, Celebrating 10 Earth Changing Years!
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Growing up in a Christian church and home that did not often speak of miracles and healings the

way that this book does, I thought it was really great insight and perspective of how we as humans

so often limit God by telling him what he can't or will not do. This book has challenged some of the

ways I interpret the Bible and think of God, which has been awesome for my spiritual growth. You

don't have to buy into everything that's in a book, but if you are looking for a different perspective on

God and his Kingdom, I highly recommend this book.

An amazing book, thought provoking and creates a new perspective of a number of belief systems

that we have come to call normal. There is a new understanding of the way God works; I would

recommend this book for all who are tired of the current status quo and are ready for revival. This



books also helps to explain some of the behavior we see in those who are adamant that revival is

not upon us as God has not shown them anything on that matter yet!

Bill Johnson is right on! This book is much needed for every born-again believer.Powerful and

inspired book! A must read for those of us who have been in wonderful loving churches but, without

the person off the Holy Spirit having the freedom to move.I have been sensing God leading me into

a fuller understanding of the power of the person, the gift, the Holy Spirit. Years ago God told me

that He didn't save me to be a pew warmer that He had a plan for my life. I have been seeking more

of an understanding of the power of the Spirit of God and what role I am to play in His plan ever

since.This book has answered so many questions I had and has given an even more hunger for the

presence and the fullness of His Spirit.WAKE UP Church! Get busy doing our Father' business, for

the Master will return and find you looking religious but lacking the power thereof.

This book changed my whole perspective. So many of the things I read took me aback at first, and

required me to really sit, process, think, and talk with God about what I was reading. I'm pretty sure I

looked up every scriptural reference in my HCSB bible for context, and I took at least an hour for

every chapter to sink in. As long as you're looking for good and not being dissmissive, this book will

take you a while to read, but be well worth it.

In Chapter 10 the authors state: "If you assign ten new believers the task of studying the Bible to

find the heart of God for this generation, not one of them would conclude that the spiritual gifts are

not for today. You have to be taught that stuff!" I have been in the church many years and have

seen such chasm between what the Bible says and what happens in church and Christianity today

in general.We can follow the teachings of man from the tree of the knowledge of good an evil or the

teachings and works of Jesus from the tree of Life. This book shows how to live according to the

kingdom of God rather than the kingdom of this world. It shows what true discipleship is to those

who long for the kingdom that the Bible teaches. I highly recommend it.

This is wonderful teaching in an area that helps sincere believers go deeper and experience God's

presence and power!I have attended the conferences and met the author. These people are for real

and the teachings are effective. Read the first chapter and you will be immediately aware that

spiritual life is exciting and real. There is more to the Bible than thees and thous and the message is

a message of truth and power! I have several of Bill Johnson's books ...He writes from real life



experiences that occur every day among the members of his church and ministry team. This world

needs this faith and power that is so freely available.. Bill leads the way and shares from a sincere

heart. You can trust this message and find new encouragement in the work of the church and the

power of the gospel!

Best book I have read in years. It wasnt a quick read, I kept stopping and going back and reading

again. Awesome for anyone who who seeks to be as He is now. This book excited me and got my

desire to be a doer of the Word on fire again

This was a great book, I would recommend it to just about anyone wanting to better understand our

true purpose here on this planet. I haven't been dissatisfied with any of Bill's books yet.
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